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2012年　博士論文

• Measurements of the Energy Spectrum and the Mass Composition of Ultra-
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T. Fujii, PhD Thesis (Osaka City University) (2012)

• Energy Spectrum Measured by the Telescope Array Surface Detector, 
D. Ivanov, PhD Thesis (Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey) (2012)

• Measurement of the Flux of Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays by the Telescope 
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• Ultra High Energy Cosmic Ray Energy Spectrum and Composition using 
Hybrid Analysis with Telescope Array,
M. Allen, PhD thesis (University of Utah) (2012)
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2012年　査読論文

• The Energy Spectrum of Telescope Array’s Middle Drum Detector and the 
Direct Comparison to the High Resolution Fly’s Eye Experiment,               
Abu-Zayyad et al., Astroparticle Physics, 39-40, 109-119 (2012)

• The Surface Detector Array of the Telescope Array Experiment,                    
Abu-Zayyad et al. NIM A, 689, 87-97 (2012)

• New Air Fuorescence Detectors Employed in the Telescope Array 
Experiment, Tokuno et al.,  NIM A, 676, 54-65 (2012)

• Search for Anisotropy of Ultrahigh Energy Cosmic Rays with the Telescope 
Array Experiment.                                                                                          
Abu-Zayyad et al., ApJ, 757, 26 (2012)

• The Cosmic Ray Energy Spectrum Observed with the Surface Detector of the 
Telescope Array Experiment,                                                                         
Abu-Zayyad et al., submitted (2012) (arXiv:1205.5067)
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TA Surface Detector 

•  Radio readout 
•  Powered by     

solar cells 
•  Plastic scintillator 

–  2 layers 
–  3 m2, 1.2 cm t 

•  Self-calibration 
using single muons 

•  In operation since 
May, 2008 (average efficiency: 96%)�

今年度は約270台分の寿命が近づい
ているバッテリーを交換した。
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SD: エネルギースペクトル　
Abu-Zayyad et al., arXiv:1205.5067 (2012)
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FIG. 2. E!ciency as a function of energy. Both trigger and
reconstruction e"ects are included.
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FIG. 3. Energy comparison between the TA SD and FD after
the 27% normalization has been applied to the SD.

Figure 3 shows a scatter plot of FD vs SD energies, where
the latter have been rescaled. Events from all three FD
stations were included in this plot.

SPECTRUM

Figure 4 shows the spectrum measured by
the TA SD, where the di!erential flux, J(E) =
d4N(E) / dE dAd" dt is multiplied by E3, and plotted
against log10E. The ankle structure and the suppression
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FIG. 4. Cosmic ray flux multiplied by E3. Solid line shows
the BPL fit to the TA SD data.

at the highest energies are clearly visible. A fit to a
broken power law (BPL) is also shown. The fit finds
the ankle at an energy of (4.9 ± 0.3) ! 1018 eV and
the suppression at (4.8 ± 0.1) ! 1019 eV. The power
exponents for the three regions (below the ankle,
between the breaks, and above the suppression) are
"3.33 ± 0.04,"2.68± 0.04, and "4.2 ± 0.7 respectively.
Also shown in Figure 4 are the spectra reported by
AGASA [5], HiRes (monocular mode) [6], and PAO
(combined hybrid and SD) [9]. The agreement between
the HiRes and TA SD, where very di!erent detection
techniques were used, is remarkable.

A linear extrapolation of the power law below the sup-
pression predicts 54.9 events above the break; whereas
only 28 TA events were observed. This di!erence cor-
responds to a Poisson probability of 4.75 ! 10!5, or 3.9
standard deviations significance. E1/2 is the energy at
which the integral spectrum falls to 1/2 of its expected
value in the absence of the GZK cuto!. Under a wide
range of assumptions about the spectrum of extragalac-
tic sources, E1/2 should be 1019.72 eV for protons [25].
HiRes reported logE = 19.73± 0.07 [6], and we measure
19.69± 0.10.

While this is not a 5! observation, it provides in-
dependent confirmation of the GZK cuto! observed by
HiRes [6]. Furthermore, the energy of the cuto! is con-
sistent with the interpretation that the composition is
protonic

Reference [24] includes a description of systematic un-
certainties in the SD spectrum measurement. The largest
source of systematic uncertainty in the spectrum is that
of the energy scale. Since the SD energy scale is fixed to
that of the TA fluorescence detectors, we take the sys-

- Suppression:
   5x1019eVで折れ曲がり、
   延長は3.9σで否定

- エネルギースケール:
   AGASA (-20%)
   Auger (+20%)

- エネルギー系統誤差
   TAとAuger共に~20%
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FD: 質量組成(陽子/鉄)　A paper in preparation

陽子

鉄

陽子

TA 観測 2.9年 Auger 観測 4.3年

Xmax分解能 25g/cm2

鉄

陽子

鉄

陽子は鉄より大気深くで
空気シャワーが最大発達
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SD: AGNとの相関　The Astrophysical Journal, 757:26 (11pp), 2012 September 20 Abu-Zayyad et al.

choosing this scale a posteriori (see Tinyakov & Tkachev 2004
for a detailed discussion). Taking this penalty into account, none
of the three examined data sets shows a significant deviation
from an isotropic distribution.

Interestingly, although close clusters in the high-energy TA
event set are absent, one of the TA events falls within 1.!7 of a
high-energy event observed by the Auger Observatory (Abreu
et al. 2010). Both events have E > 1020 eV. The center of the
doublet has the Galactic coordinates l = 36!, b = "4.!3.

4. CORRELATION WITH ACTIVE GALACTIC NUCLEI

The Auger collaboration has reported a correlation (Abraham
et al. 2007, 2008a) between UHECRs with E > 57 EeV
and the nearby (redshift z ! 0.018 or, equivalently, distance
d < 75 Mpc) AGNs from the Veron-Cetty & Veron (VCV)
catalog (Veron-Cetty & Veron 2006). The greatest correlation
was observed at the angle of 3.!1. In the control data set, the
number of correlating events was 9 out of 13, which corresponds
to about 69% of events. The Auger collaboration has recently
updated the analysis and found that a smaller fraction of the
UHECR events correlates with the same set of AGNs in the latest
UHECR data set (Abreu et al. 2010) than in the original one.
Out of 55 events with E > 55 EeV, 21 were found to correlate
with AGNs, which corresponds to a fraction of correlating events
equal to 38%. In this section, we test the TA data for correlations
with AGNs.

The set of 472 nearby AGNs used by Abraham et al. (2007)
contains 7 objects listed at zero redshift, all in the field of view
of TA. Of these seven objects, two are stars, one is a quasar
with unknown redshift, one is a Seyfert 2 galaxy, two are spiral
galaxies (including the Andromeda galaxy), and one is a dwarf
spheroidal galaxy. We exclude these objects from the analysis,
which leaves 465 objects in the AGN catalog.

The TA exposure is peaked in the Northern hemisphere, so
that the AGNs visible to TA are largely different from those
visible to Auger, though there is some overlap. The distribution
of nearby AGNs over the sky is not uniform because of the LSS
(see Section 5 for more detail) and because the VCV catalog is
not complete: due to observational bias it tends to contain more
objects in the Northern hemisphere. For this reason, a larger
fraction of events is expected to correlate with AGNs in the TA
data under the assumption that AGNs are sources of the observed
UHECRs. Taking into account the distribution of nearby AGNs
over the sky and assuming equal AGN luminosities in UHECR,
we estimated that the correlating fraction will be #73% for TA
on the basis of the original PAO claim and #43% on the basis
of the updated analysis by PAO.

The sky map of TA events with E > 57 EeV and nearby
AGNs from the VCV catalog is represented in Figure 3 in
Galactic coordinates. The cosmic rays are shown by filled red
(correlating events) and empty blue circles (non-correlating
events). AGNs are shown by black dots.

Figure 4 shows the number of TA events correlating with
AGNs as a function of the total number of events with E >
57 EeV ordered according to arrival time. The black dashed
line represents the expected number of random coincidences in
the case of a uniform distribution calculated via MC simulation.
The blue line shows the expected number of correlating events as
derived from the original PAO claim. Shaded regions represent
68% and 95% CL deviations from this expectation calculated
by the maximum likelihood method of Gorbunov et al. (2006).
As is seen from Figure 4, present TA data are compatible with
both isotropic distribution and the AGN hypothesis.

063 081 0

Figure 3. Hammer projection of the TA cosmic-ray events with E > 57 EeV
and nearby AGNs in the Galactic coordinates. Correlating and non-correlating
events are shown by filled red and empty blue circles, respectively. AGNs are
represented by black dots. The dashed line shows the boundary of the TA
exposure.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 4. Number of TA events with E > 57 EeV correlating with VCV AGNs
as a function of the total number of events. The expectation according to the
original PAO claim is represented by the blue line together with the 1! and
2! significance bands. The black dashed line shows the expected number of
random coincidences.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

In the full TA SD data set, there are 11 correlating events out
of 25 total, while the expected number of random coincidences
for this total number of events is 5.9. Making use of the binomial
distribution with the probability of a single event to correlate
piso = 0.24, one finds that such an excess has a probability of
#2% of occuring by chance with isotropic distribution of arrival
directions.

5. CORRELATION WITH LSS

Even though the sources of UHECRs are not known, their
distribution in space at large scales must follow that of the ordi-
nary matter. The latter is anisotropic at scales below #100 Mpc
forming the LSS of the universe that consists of galaxy clusters,
filaments, and voids. If UHECRs are not strongly deflected on
their way to Earth, their distribution over the sky should correlate
with the nearby structures, with overdensities corresponding to
close clusters and underdensities corresponding to voids.

The amplitude of anisotropy depends on the UHECR prop-
agation length (the larger is the propagation length, the
smaller contributions of the local structures and, therefore, the
anisotropy) and on the UHECR deflections. In this section,
the propagation of UHECR is calculated assuming they are
protons. However, it should be noted that regardless of whether
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choosing this scale a posteriori (see Tinyakov & Tkachev 2004
for a detailed discussion). Taking this penalty into account, none
of the three examined data sets shows a significant deviation
from an isotropic distribution.

Interestingly, although close clusters in the high-energy TA
event set are absent, one of the TA events falls within 1.!7 of a
high-energy event observed by the Auger Observatory (Abreu
et al. 2010). Both events have E > 1020 eV. The center of the
doublet has the Galactic coordinates l = 36!, b = "4.!3.

4. CORRELATION WITH ACTIVE GALACTIC NUCLEI

The Auger collaboration has reported a correlation (Abraham
et al. 2007, 2008a) between UHECRs with E > 57 EeV
and the nearby (redshift z ! 0.018 or, equivalently, distance
d < 75 Mpc) AGNs from the Veron-Cetty & Veron (VCV)
catalog (Veron-Cetty & Veron 2006). The greatest correlation
was observed at the angle of 3.!1. In the control data set, the
number of correlating events was 9 out of 13, which corresponds
to about 69% of events. The Auger collaboration has recently
updated the analysis and found that a smaller fraction of the
UHECR events correlates with the same set of AGNs in the latest
UHECR data set (Abreu et al. 2010) than in the original one.
Out of 55 events with E > 55 EeV, 21 were found to correlate
with AGNs, which corresponds to a fraction of correlating events
equal to 38%. In this section, we test the TA data for correlations
with AGNs.

The set of 472 nearby AGNs used by Abraham et al. (2007)
contains 7 objects listed at zero redshift, all in the field of view
of TA. Of these seven objects, two are stars, one is a quasar
with unknown redshift, one is a Seyfert 2 galaxy, two are spiral
galaxies (including the Andromeda galaxy), and one is a dwarf
spheroidal galaxy. We exclude these objects from the analysis,
which leaves 465 objects in the AGN catalog.

The TA exposure is peaked in the Northern hemisphere, so
that the AGNs visible to TA are largely different from those
visible to Auger, though there is some overlap. The distribution
of nearby AGNs over the sky is not uniform because of the LSS
(see Section 5 for more detail) and because the VCV catalog is
not complete: due to observational bias it tends to contain more
objects in the Northern hemisphere. For this reason, a larger
fraction of events is expected to correlate with AGNs in the TA
data under the assumption that AGNs are sources of the observed
UHECRs. Taking into account the distribution of nearby AGNs
over the sky and assuming equal AGN luminosities in UHECR,
we estimated that the correlating fraction will be #73% for TA
on the basis of the original PAO claim and #43% on the basis
of the updated analysis by PAO.

The sky map of TA events with E > 57 EeV and nearby
AGNs from the VCV catalog is represented in Figure 3 in
Galactic coordinates. The cosmic rays are shown by filled red
(correlating events) and empty blue circles (non-correlating
events). AGNs are shown by black dots.

Figure 4 shows the number of TA events correlating with
AGNs as a function of the total number of events with E >
57 EeV ordered according to arrival time. The black dashed
line represents the expected number of random coincidences in
the case of a uniform distribution calculated via MC simulation.
The blue line shows the expected number of correlating events as
derived from the original PAO claim. Shaded regions represent
68% and 95% CL deviations from this expectation calculated
by the maximum likelihood method of Gorbunov et al. (2006).
As is seen from Figure 4, present TA data are compatible with
both isotropic distribution and the AGN hypothesis.
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Figure 3. Hammer projection of the TA cosmic-ray events with E > 57 EeV
and nearby AGNs in the Galactic coordinates. Correlating and non-correlating
events are shown by filled red and empty blue circles, respectively. AGNs are
represented by black dots. The dashed line shows the boundary of the TA
exposure.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 4. Number of TA events with E > 57 EeV correlating with VCV AGNs
as a function of the total number of events. The expectation according to the
original PAO claim is represented by the blue line together with the 1! and
2! significance bands. The black dashed line shows the expected number of
random coincidences.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

In the full TA SD data set, there are 11 correlating events out
of 25 total, while the expected number of random coincidences
for this total number of events is 5.9. Making use of the binomial
distribution with the probability of a single event to correlate
piso = 0.24, one finds that such an excess has a probability of
#2% of occuring by chance with isotropic distribution of arrival
directions.

5. CORRELATION WITH LSS

Even though the sources of UHECRs are not known, their
distribution in space at large scales must follow that of the ordi-
nary matter. The latter is anisotropic at scales below #100 Mpc
forming the LSS of the universe that consists of galaxy clusters,
filaments, and voids. If UHECRs are not strongly deflected on
their way to Earth, their distribution over the sky should correlate
with the nearby structures, with overdensities corresponding to
close clusters and underdensities corresponding to voids.

The amplitude of anisotropy depends on the UHECR prop-
agation length (the larger is the propagation length, the
smaller contributions of the local structures and, therefore, the
anisotropy) and on the UHECR deflections. In this section,
the propagation of UHECR is calculated assuming they are
protons. However, it should be noted that regardless of whether
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>57 EeV  25イベント
 11イベント相関あり
 14イベント相関なし
 VCV AGN(<75Mpc)

ランダム相関　5.9イベント
11イベントの確率  ~2%

論文中に
時間, エネルギー, 方向を掲載

Abu-Zayyad et al., ApJ, 757, 26 (2012)

>10EeV, 40EeV, 57EeV 
一様分布と一致

銀河座標系
>57EeV

> 57 EeV

(半径 3.1o窓)
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SD: 大規模構造との相関　
Abu-Zayyad et al., ApJ, 757, 26 (2012)

The Astrophysical Journal, 757:26 (11pp), 2012 September 20 Abu-Zayyad et al.

Figure 7. Sky maps of the expected flux at energy thresholds of 10 EeV, 40 EeV,
and 57 EeV (from top to bottom) in Galactic coordinates with the TA events
superimposed (white dots). The smearing angle is 6!.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

number of trials. Second, at E > 10 EeV the uncertainties
in the flux calculation due to the choice of the model parameters
(in particular, the injection index and the evolution parameter)
are the largest. Finally, if the smearing angle is attributed to
deflections in the magnetic fields, the dominant contribution
is likely to come from the regular component of the GMF, as
discussed in the next section. Such large and regular deflections
require a more accurate modeling, which we attempt in the next
section.

5.4. Accounting for the Galactic Magnetic Field

The deviation from the structure model at E > 10 EeV and
small smearing angles is an indication that magnetic field deflec-
tions play an important role in the distribution of the UHECR
arrival directions. In general, several contributions to the deflec-
tions are expected. First, there are deflections produced by in-
tergalactic magnetic fields. These fields are known quite poorly.
They are usually thought to obey the upper bound of B ! 10"9

G with a correlation length, l ! 1 Mpc (Kronberg 1994). With
these parameters, a proton of energy 10 EeV coming from 50
Mpc would be deflected by #20!. However, there are indica-
tions that the extragalactic magnetic fields may be several orders
of magnitude smaller (Dolag et al. 2005) than the upper bound.
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Figure 8. Results of the statistical test for the compatibility between the data
and the LSS hypothesis. The p-values (red points) are shown as a function
of the smearing angle ! . Low p-values indicate incompatibility with the LSS
model. The horizontal line shows a confidence level of 95%. The three panels
correspond to energy thresholds of 10 EeV, 40 EeV, and 57 EeV from top to
bottom, as indicated on the plots.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Second, UHECRs are deflected in the regular component
of the GMF. The regular GMF is known much better than
extragalactic fields. It can be inferred, e.g., from the Faraday
rotation measures of Galactic and extragalactic radio sources.
According to recent studies, a typical deflection of a 10 EeV
proton would be 20!–40! (Pshirkov et al. 2011). This is
comparable or larger than the deflection in the extragalactic
field.

Finally, the Galactic field has a random component. Although
the amplitude of this component is a few times larger than the
regular one, its contribution into the deflections is subdominant
(or at most comparable) to that of the regular component
(Tinyakov & Tkachev 2005) due to its random character.

From this discussion it is clear that the regular part of the
magnetic field most likely provides the dominant contribution
into the UHECR deflections. At low energies when the mag-
nitude of the deflections becomes large, Gaussian smearing is
not a good approximation for such deflections. They have to be
taken into account explicitly.

In order to see whether or not the deflections in the regular
GMF can be a reason for the discrepancy between the data
and the LSS model we have repeated the analysis of Section 5.3
including the regular GMF. The presence of the regular magnetic
field is taken into account by modifying the expected flux
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the UHECR composition is heavy or light, their propagation
length changes with energy roughly in the same way and be-
comes of the order of several tens of megaparsecs as the energy
approaches 1020 eV. Thus, the most important parameter that
determines the amplitude of the anisotropy at a given energy is
the typical deflection angle which we denote as ! (which is, of
course, very different for heavy and light composition).

The goal of this analysis is to determine which values of !
are compatible with the space distribution of the TA events. In
principle, this can be done at all energies. To minimize statistical
penalties, we limit our analysis to the energy thresholds of
10 EeV, 40 EeV, and 57 EeV.

5.1. Statistical Method

To test the compatibility between the observed UHECR
distribution over the sky and that expected under the LSS
hypothesis (that is, the hypothesis that UHECR sources trace
matter distribution in the universe), we employ the method
developed by Koers & Tinyakov (2009b) and used previously
in the analysis of the HiRes data (Abbasi et al. 2010a). In
this method, one first computes the UHECR flux distribution
expected under the LSS hypothesis and then compares it to the
observed one by the flux sampling test.

The matter distribution in the nearby universe may be inferred
from the complete galaxy catalogs containing the redshift infor-
mation. In this work, we use the 2MASS Galaxy Redshift Cata-
log (XSCz)30 that is derived from the 2MASS Extended Source
Catalog (XSC), with redshifts that have either been spectro-
scopically measured (for most of the objects) or derived from
the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) photometric mea-
surements. This catalog provides the most accurate information
about three-dimensional galaxy distribution to date.

For the flux calculations, we use the flux-limited subsample of
galaxies with apparent magnitude m ! 12.5. For fainter objects,
the completeness of the catalog degrades progressively, while
their inclusion does not change the results considerably. We
exclude objects closer than 5 Mpc in order to avoid breaking
the statistical description (if such objects are assumed to be
sources of UHECR, they have to be treated individually). We
also cut out galaxies at distances further than 250 Mpc replacing
their combined contribution by a uniform flux normalized in
such a way that it provides the correct fraction of events as
calculated in the approximation of a uniform source distribution.
The quantitative justification of these procedures can be found
in Koers & Tinyakov (2009a). The resulting catalog contains
106,218 galaxies, which is sufficient to accurately describe the
flux distribution at angular scales down to !2". The UHECR
flux distribution is reconstructed from this flux-limited catalog
by the weighting method proposed by Lynden-Bell (1971) and
adapted to flux calculations by Koers & Tinyakov (2009a).

The XSCz catalog loses completeness in the band of roughly
±10" around the Galactic plane and especially around the
Galactic center. The size of this region is not much larger than
a typical deflection of a proton even at 57 EeV, so this gap may
be bridged without loss of accuracy. Away from the Galactic
center at |l| > 60" where only a fraction of the galaxies (the
dimmer part) is missing in the catalog, we apply an l- and a
b-dependent weight correction to the remaining galaxies so as
to compensate for the missing ones. In the region close to the
Galactic center, |l| < 60", we extrapolate the flux density from

30 We are grateful to T. Jarrett for providing us with the preliminary version of
this catalog.
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Figure 5. Sky map of expected flux at E > 57 EeV (Galactic coordinates).
The smearing angle is 6". The letters indicate the nearby structures as follows:
C: Centaurus supercluster (60 Mpc); Co: Coma cluster (90 Mpc); E: Eridanus
cluster (30 Mpc); F: Fornax cluster (20 Mpc); Hy: Hydra supercluster (50 Mpc);
N: Norma supercluster (65 Mpc); PI: Pavo-Indus supercluster (70 Mpc); PP:
Perseus-Pisces supercluster (70 Mpc); UM: Ursa Major (20 Mpc); and V: Virgo
cluster (20 Mpc).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

the adjacent regions in a straightforward manner. The latter is
not an accurate procedure; however, the Galactic center region
overlaps with the TA exposure only slightly, and this inaccuracy
is not important for our results as can be checked by excluding
this region from the analysis.

When propagating the UHECR primary particles from a
source to the Earth, we assume them to be protons and take
full account of the attenuation processes. The injection index
at the source is taken to be 2.4, which is compatible with the
UHECR spectrum observed by HiRes and TA (Abu-Zayyad
et al. 2012a) assuming proton composition and the source
evolution parameter m = 4 (Gelmini et al. 2007). We also
assume that the effects of both the Galactic and extragalactic
magnetic fields can be approximated by a single parameter, the
Gaussian smearing angle ! . We consider ! a free parameter and
vary it in the range 2"–20". In general, the deflections of UHECR
in magnetic fields contain both random and regular parts, the
latter being due to the regular component of the GMF. The
regular deflections are not Gaussian. However, the statistical
test we use here is not sensitive to the coherent character of
deflections provided they do not exceed 10"–20" as set by the
typical size of the flux variations due to local structures (cf.
Figure 5). Thus, for most of the analysis we will use the Gaussian
smearing to represent all the deflections without making the
distinction between the regular and random ones. Later, in
Section 5.4 in the case of the lowest energy set and the largest
deflections, we will discuss the effect of explicitly accounting
for the regular component of the GMF.

To calculate the expected flux, we assume that UHECR
sources follow the space distribution of galaxies. The simplest
way to realize this assumption in practice is to assign each galaxy
an equal luminosity in UHECRs. This is a good approximation
if the density of the UHECR sources is sufficiently high (so that
many sources are present in local structures contributing to the
anisotropy). The contribution of each galaxy to the total flux is
then calculated taking into account the distance of the source and
the corresponding flux attenuation. Individual contributions are
smeared with the Gaussian width ! , so that the flux at a given
point of the sky is a sum of contributions of all the galaxies
within the angular distance of order ! . Further details on the
flux calculation can be found in Koers & Tinyakov (2009b),
Koers & Tinyakov (2009a), and Abbasi et al. (2010a).
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Figure 9. Upper panel: the sky map of the expected flux for E > 10 EeV and
smearing angle 6! taking into account the GMF (Galactic coordinates). The
parameters of GMF are as follows: the magnitude of the halo is 4 µG and
the thickness of the halo is 1.5 kpc. Note the absence of overdensity in the
direction of the Virgo cluster. Lower panel: the result of the statistical test of the
compatibility between the TA event set with E > 10 EeV and the LSS hypothesis
for different models of GMF: no magnetic field (circles), disk component only
(triangles), both disk and halo components (squares). The horizontal line shows
the confidence level of 95%. Low p-values indicate incompatibility.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

distribution. The smearing angle remains a free parameter; it
accounts for random deflections in the extragalactic fields and
in the random component of the GMF. The statistical test itself
remains unchanged.

We adopt the recent GMF model by Pshirkov et al. (2011).
This model has been obtained by fitting the GMF model
parameters to the latest catalog of the Faraday rotation measures
of extragalactic sources. In addition to the disk field, this model
also contains a toroidal halo field.

Although the fits to the Faraday rotation measures constrain
the parameters of the GMF, some combinations of these param-
eters are constrained rather poorly. In particular, the magnitude
of the halo field is degenerate with the halo height above the
Galactic disk: making the halo field stronger and simultane-
ously higher above the disk does not strongly affect the rotation
measures. Thus, some freedom remains in the choice of the
GMF parameters. The question is whether or not this freedom
can be used to bring the arrival directions of UHECR into ac-
cord with the LSS hypothesis without contradicting the Faraday
rotation data.

We have found that the compatibility with the LSS model
cannot be reached without the halo field. When the halo is
included, the compatibility with the LSS model is possible,
although the required halo field is rather strong (but still
compatible with the data on the Faraday rotation measures).

An example of the flux map with the GMF included is shown
in the upper panel of Figure 9. The flux distribution is calculated
for the case E > 10 EeV and smearing angle of 6!. The magnetic

field parameters are as follows: the magnitude of the halo is 4
µG and the thickness of the halo is 1.5 kpc. Note that after the
inclusion of GMF the Virgo region has moved away from the
TA field of view, and the expected flux distribution has become
closer to the uniform one.

The results of the flux sampling test of the LSS model with the
regular GMF included are shown in the lower panel of Figure 9.
The black squares represent the p-values in the case of the GMF
with the parameters described above. For comparison, the red
circles show the p-values in the absence of GMF (the same as
the upper panel of Figure 8), while the green triangles represent
the case of GMF with the disk component only. One can see
that the regular GMF can produce deflections that make the data
for E > 10 EeV compatible with the LSS model for all but
the smallest smearing angles. Thus, the discrepancy between
the LSS hypothesis and the TA data with E > 10 EeV can, in
principle, be explained by the deflections in the regular GMF.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present a search for anisotropy in the TA data
collected over the period of about 40 months, which is the largest
UHECR data set to date in the Northern hemisphere. The main
focus of this paper is on checking the existing claims: small-
scale clustering, correlation with nearby AGNs, and correlation
with the LSS.

The results are summarized as follows.

1. The TA data show no clustering of the UHECR events at
small scales, neither at the angular scale of 2.!5 in the set
with E > 40 EeV as reported by the AGASA experiment
nor at any angular scale from 0! to 40! in the data sets with
E > 10 EeV, E > 40 EeV, and E > 57 EeV. There is a
hint of grouping of events at angular scales of 20!–30! at
the highest energies; however, the statistical significance of
this feature is insufficient for a definite conclusion.

2. There is no statistically significant correlation of the TA data
with E > 57 EeV with the positions of nearby AGNs from
the VCV catalog using the parameters reported by the PAO
(angular scale of 3.!1 and redshift cut in the VCV catalog
z ! 0.018). Out of 25 observed events with E > 57 EeV,
11 have been found to correlate with positions of nearby
AGNs, while 5.9 are expected on average from random
coincidences (chance probability of 2%).

3. The TA event sets with E > 10 EeV, E > 40 EeV,
and E > 57 EeV appear compatible with a uniform
distribution according to the flux sampling test. The sets
with E > 40 EeV and E > 57 EeV are also compatible,
at 95% CL, with a model which assumes that sources
follow the LSS of the universe (LSS model). The set with
E > 10 EeV is not compatible, at 95% CL, with the LSS
model unless the deflections of these UHECRs exceed 20!.

4. The set with E > 10 EeV can be made compatible with
the LSS model, at smearing angles larger than "3!, by
including the effect of the regular component of the GMF
and assuming a realistic model for the latter. The smearing
angle in this case represents the deflections in the random
Galactic and extragalactic fields.

From the analysis presented, one concludes that there is no
apparent deviation from isotropy in the present TA data. At
high energies, this may be merely due to an insufficient number
of events. However, if this tendency persists at several times
larger statistics, it will be difficult to reconcile with the proton
composition of UHECR regardless of the source nature: if the
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観測効率を考慮
>10EeV 988イベントと比較
(>40EeV, 50EeVは大規模構造と一致)

宇宙線の伝搬をシミュレーション
銀河磁場を仮定して一致度を検証
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超高エネルギー宇宙線のための新型検出器開発構想 

• 鉛を挟んだDetector 
 

e e 

上層のみヒット 下層のみヒット 上下ともにヒット 

Scintillator(12mm) 

構想 

4 

γ μ 
Absorber 
(Pb 25mm) 
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鉛の手配とシミュレーション
による弁別の評価を行なっている

1019.4eV 陽子 MC

コアから1000m以遠で
精度よくミューオンを観測可能
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ラジコンヘリ搭載標準光源キャリブレーション(Auger)

2012年10月　TAサイトにて観測
2012年11月　Augerサイトにて観測
　　　　　　　(TAメンバー2人 同行)

1つの強出力LED標準光源で異なるPMT間、
さらには異なる望遠鏡 [TA-Auger]を較正

Octocopter 

3 

Light source 

4 

• Uniformity within +/-20o is guaranteed (not +/-180o) from a certain 
direction. 

– The direction of Octocopter  can be controlled to  its orientation (+/-5o). 
• Light source was calibrated at UoU in October 

– No calibration at Malargue in November 

http://wwwcr.phys.titech.ac.jp/tafdwiki/index.php?TAFDwiki%2FGroupMeeting%2FFDAnl%2FCrossCalibration 
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TA MD FD � TALE FD�

TALE (TA Low-energy Extension)　
������� 
1016.5 eV - 1019 eV 

2nd Knee - Ankle
化学組成、異方性、
LHC center of mass ハドロン相互作用

FD 部分的に設置完了

35台(一部) 
SD 検出器組立完了

A"first"TALE"FD"event�

～100台
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まとめ
• SD, FD オペレーションは順調 　4.5年間

• 物理成果が査読論文／博士論文へ
　　異方性 - AGNや大規模構造との相関探索  (ApJ 757, 26)
        エネルギースペクトル Submitted (arXiv:1205.5067)
        化学組成(陽子／鉄)  In preparation

• ELS(電子加速器)のビームエネルギー可変が可能に(30MeV, 40MeV)、
現在ビームモニタのキャリブレーション中

• ELS(電子加速器)の空中射出を利用した電波観測が活発化

• ラジコンヘリ搭載の標準光源によるTA, Augerキャリブレーション開始

• TALE SD FDを建設中　今年度中には一部の観測開始
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